We present a vision-based 
Introduction and background
Navigation is a fundamental task for humans that can be difficult when the environment is unfamiliar or visually complex. We consider the problem of human navigation in unknown environments when deprived of external sources of location, such as GPS, the sun or a compass. We propose a vision-based solution that relies only upon a wearable set of uncalibrated cameras. Our approach applies, in particular, to situations in which the user does not have the time or the ability to learn the topological or metrical structure of the environment.
Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) is a natural approach to navigation. Recent research in this field has proved successful for robotic navigation in unknown environments [7, 17] . However, human navigation possesses distinctive characteristics. First, humans do not require precise geometric directions to reach their destination. Second, humans tend to maintain topological, rather than metrical, representations of their environment [19] -this aspect has inspired recent research in robotics [15, 23] . Finally, general human motion can be challenging for current structurefrom-motion algorithms. Figure 1 . Excerpt of the GALLERIA dataset. The dotted line represents the notional path followed by the user during the first visit. Colored squares represent nodes in the topological map. Arrows represent the exact (not notional) guidance provided to the user upon revisit in a replay scenario. Black circles denote failures due to occlusion by building structure.
We propose a novel way to assist human navigation. The method takes as input a live video stream captured while the user moves through an unknown environment. During exploration, the system provides the user with several capabilities that are critical to navigation: homing (going from the current location to the starting point of the exploration), replay (retracing the exploration path from the starting point) and point-to-point navigation (going from any previously visited place to any other). The method may be useful for those with visual or cognitive impairments, or to police or military personnel moving within GPS-denied environments.
We approach the problem from a topological, nonmetrical perspective. Our method builds a topological map of the environment online during exploration, and uses it to localize and guide the user. Specifically, we introduce an algorithm that learns the correlation between user egomotion and feature correspondence across cameras to provide rotation guidance in the body frame of the user.
Related work and contributions
Recent work [7, 12, 14, 16, 17] in visual SLAM demonstrates robust and accurate localization and mapping in unknown environments. However, the majority of these methods are targeted at robotics applications. Structurefrom-motion algorithms are often sensitive to degenerate camera motions (e.g. rotation about the center of projection) and may be subject to uncontrolled map growth. As a consequence, methods that scale to large environments have been proposed based on topological maps [1, 15, 23] . Purely appearance-based localization has also been investigated [6] .
Other methods, known as teach and replay, consist of recording the motion of image features during a training phase. During replay, an optimal path is followed that reproduces image-space feature motion. Early work in this area [4] has inspired recent research [3, 22] . Omnidirectional sensors have been widely used [10, 11, 21] for such approaches, as they provide a large field of view and fewer constraints on camera heading. Vision has also been used to build feature-based representations of the environment for augmented reality applications [8] .
Our work is distinct from the methods described above in several respects. First, it does not compute a metrical reconstruction of the environment, but rather a topological representation of the user's path. Second, it is applicable to an arbitrary number of uncalibrated cameras, with little constraint on their relative positions on the user. Finally, it provides coarse (rather than precise) navigation guidance in the user's body frame, rather than in a global or externallyreferenced frame.
Our method does not provide the accuracy of metrical SLAM. However, it has the advantage of providing robust navigation from uncalibrated cameras across large and dynamic environments, which makes it ideal for body-worn applications. We demonstrate our method on extended realworld datasets spanning more than 2 km of indoor and outdoor walking excursions ( § 4.6).
Method overview
Our approach relies on a topological representation of the user's path through the world. An undirected graph G = (V, E) represents the explored environment, where nodes N represent places and edges E represent physical paths between places. We refer to a topological map as a place graph, described in detail in § 3.1. Given the place graph representation, we cast the navigation problem as a "node-to-node hopping" problem ( Figure 2 ). One submethod, local node estimation determines the location of the user within the graph ( § 3.2). Another sub-method, rotation guidance, provides a directional indication to the user at each node ( § 3.4). Our approach provides no guidance along edges and assumes that there is no ambiguity on the direction to follow between nodes. Finally, a loop closure sub-method detects return visits to previously traversed places, and updates the graph accordingly ( § 3.5). 
The place graph
The place graph represents the user's excursion as an undirected graph G = (V, E). A node v ∈ V consists of a set of visual observations O v . We use SIFT [13] features with 128-byte descriptors. An edge e ∈ E represents a path followed by the user between two adjacent nodes. No observations are associated with graph edges.
At the start of exploration, the graph G is empty. Whenever a node is created, it is added to the graph and connected to the most recent existing node. In the absence of loop closure detection, the graph is a simple chain. In § 3.5, we describe how to update the graph due to loop closure events. Because a node may have several neighbors, the set O v is in fact a set of observations
where O v,v k represents the observations made at node v on the way to v k . Figure 3 illustrates the place graph data structure.
To determine when a node should be created, we define a distance function Ψ for two sets of input observations. This function matches features between the two sets and returns the averaged sum-of-square distances between matches using the L1 distance in the feature descriptor space. We use the Φ matching function described in § 3.3. A new node is created when the Ψ-distance between the current observations and the observations of the latest node exceeds an experimentally-determined threshold (we use 0.3). 
Local node estimation
The goal of local node estimation is to maintain an estimate of the user's position within the graph. Given v t i ∈ V , the position of the user in G at time t, we wish to determine v 
Feature Matching
Feature matching is difficult to optimize for small sets in a high-dimensional space. We use a brute-force feature matching algorithm, denoted Φ throughout this paper, combined with a mutual consistency check (i.e. no two features in one set may match the same feature in the other). We define a frame as a set of images captured by all cameras at the same time. The algorithm takes as input two sets of observations {O i , O j } (or alternatively, two frames {F i , F j }) and outputs the matches between them Φ(O i , O j ) (respectively Φ(F i , F j )). For large feature sets, an optimized vocabulary tree provides fast matching (see § 3.5.1). No algorithm in our method involves continuous frame-to-frame matching.
Body-relative rotation guidance
The purpose of body-relative rotation guidance is to guide the user's direction of travel. We develop our method in this section and state the fundamental assumptions it relies upon. We show that using the presence of a feature in a camera as a measurement, rather than the feature's precise image-space location, removes little navigation-relevant information when the number of observations is large.
We model the world as a horizontal 2D plane (Z-axis up), and each camera as a bearing-only sensor that measures the azimuth of each observation in the user's body frame. We represent a set of world feature observations as a set of q bearing angles {α i } 0≤i<q . We assume that, when revisiting the same location at a later time, a subset of the same features is observed with bearing angles {β i } 0≤i<p≤q and that the matching function Φ provides data association between the two sets. We use these two sets of observations to determine the relative user's orientation γ of the user with respect to the orientation during the first visit ( Figure Second visit (time t' > t) Figure 4 . At time t, a feature in the world (P) is observed by the system with bearing angle α. At time t > t, the feature is reobserved with bearing angle β. The angle γ = β − α defines the relative orientation of the user between time t and time t .
the intrinsic and extrinsic camera parameters are known, the bearing measurements are directly available and the relative orientation is defined as γ = 1 n 0≤i<p β j − α i , where β j matches α i . This corresponds to minimizing the average bearing error with respect to the original user orientation (using L1 distance). Let us now assume that the intrinsic camera parameters are not known. The measurements {α i } 0≤i<p are no longer observable. However, we can define a set of coarser measurements {α i } 0≤i<p as follows: for any observation α by a given camera, letα be a constant defined as the average of all possible observations made by this camera. In other words,α completely disregards the location of the detection on the image and depends only on the presence of the feature and the camera's extrinsic parameters. Note that, in contrast with α which is a continuous variable,α is a discrete variable with n possible values (for n cameras). The intuition behind our method is Figure 5 . With uncalibrated cameras (represented here as the four quadrants of a circle), the bearing measurements (α, β) are not observable. They become discrete measurements (α,β) which are constant within each camera. Even though the variances ofα − α andβ − β are high, with a sufficient number of observations the variance ofγ − γ will tend to zero. that using the coarser measurementα, instead of the measurement α itself, yields a statistically valid estimate of γ while not requiring intrinsic calibration of the cameras (Figure 5) . Assuming that the set of possible observations is uniformly distributed in image space α = U (0, 2π), the error betweenα and α is a uniformly distributed variable δ =α − α ∼ U (a, b). In the configuration shown on Figure 5 , a = −π/4 and b = π/4. The associated vari-
• . Given a sufficiently large number p of bearing estimates {α i } 0≤i<p , the central limit theorem (CLT) states that the averaged sum of {δ i } 0≤i<p is normally distributed, with a standard deviation σ = σ δ / √ p (i.e. σ = 2.6
• for p = 100). By additivity, the error =γ − γ is normally distributed as well, with a standard deviation σ = 2σ. Here, our approach assumes that several hundred visual features are observable at all times during exploration, which is reasonable for an omnidirectional camera system in many environments.
Given two discrete observationsα andβ, the variablê γ =β −α is discrete as well. We choose to representγ as a matrix H of size n × n (for n cameras) which we call the match matrix. The value H(i, j) represents the rotation angle associated to a match between a feature in camera i and a feature in camera j. The matrix H 0 corresponding to the ideal system shown in Figure 5 is given below (in degrees). In this example, a match between camera 0 and camera 1 yields a rotation angle of H(1, 0) = −π/2. The matrix H is related to the extrinsic parameters of the cameras but is more compact. It has two interesting properties. First, it is antisymmetric by definition. Second, it satisfies the circular equality of Equation (1) below. We use these properties to validate the actual match matrix obtained with our system ( § 4). Also, our approach assumes a common vantage point between observations of the same location. However, by considering only the presence of a feature in an image, our method introduces strong robustness to parallax effects ( § 4.6). Our method is by nature robust to slight changes in the camera positions or to minor variations in the intrinsic calibration of the cameras. 
Learning the match matrix from training
The match matrix must be determined when the extrinsic parameters of the cameras are unknown. We use a method that learns H from training. The training algorithm takes as input a video sequence captured while the user rotates in place clockwise n rot times in an arbitrary environment (we use n rot = 2). The algorithm pseudo-code is given on below. Given the number of frames in the video sequence f and the rotation angle of the user α pq between any two frames {F p , F q | p < q}, the algorithm computes the set of feature matches Φ(F p , F q ). For each match m k , we denote as s k,p and s k,q the start and end camera identifier of the match. The algorithm updates the average in cell H(s k,p , s k,q ) with the angle α pq . In order to take periodicity into account, the averageη of m angles {η 1 , · · · , η m } is derived from averaging rotation angles using the transformation from polar to Euclidean coordinates, i.e.η = arctan( sin(η i )/ cos(η i )). We emphasize that the training method is fully automated, is performed only once for a given camera configuration, and is independent of the training environment. The matrix H is therefore significantly easier to compute and more compact than the full set of extrinsic parameters would be.
In practice, we assume that the user rotates in place at constant speed and performs exactly n rot turns, which yields the following linear expression:
• for δ = 20
• and f = 300, which is acceptable for our application.
The training algorithm
Input: a training video sequence of f frames Input: the number of cameras n Output: the n × n match matrix
for each pair of frames (F p , F q ) in the sequence do 5: Estimate the user rotation angle α pq linearly 6: for each match
Let s k,p (s k,q ) be the camera ID for f k,p (f k,q ) 8 :
Rotation guidance using the match matrix
Let us consider the problem of guiding the user from node v i to one of its neighbors v j (Figure 6 ). The rotation guidance algorithm takes as input O vivj , the observation made at node v i on the way to v j during the first visit and O t , the current set of observations. The algorithm computes the matches Φ(O t , O vivj ). Each feature match m k between a feature on camera s k,p and a feature on camera s k,q votes for a rotation angle H(s k,p , s k,q ). The averageᾱ of all votes represents the amount of rotation that the user should execute in the body coordinate frame in order to face in the direction of v j .
We now consider the problem of guiding the user from a current location v i ∈ V to a any desired location v k ∈ V . The algorithm uses Dijkstra's algorithm to determine the shortest topological path {v i , · · · , v k } between v i and v k and guides the user from node to node along the path. The penalty along an edge is a linear function of the elapsed time required for the first traversal of each edge. Observations are shaded by camera ID. Each match votes for a rotation that contributes to bringing the user in alignment with the orientation of the first visit. The arrow represents the forward direction in the user's body frame.
Loop closure detection
Loop closure detection, i.e. recognizing that the user has returned to a previously seen location, is a fundamental capability for navigation. The loop closure detection method discussed in this section operates online and works by detecting sequences of nodes with similar appearances. In a first stage, the method builds a similarity matrix between nodes in the graph using an incremental "bag of words" algorithm [5] . In a second stage, sequences of visually similar nodes are extracted from the similarity matrix.
Scene similarity using a dynamic vocabulary tree
Our approach to scene similarity relies on the popular "bag of words" approach [5] , in which each image is considered to be a document composed of "visual words". A word w = {c w , r w } in the vocabulary is a sphere in the feature space (in our case, 128-dimensional SIFT descriptors) centered on c w with radius r w . The method maintains an incremental vocabulary tree [9] . At the beginning of the exploration, the vocabulary is empty. Each time a node is added to the graph, its associated features are added to the vocabulary. Each time a new feature is added, either it belongs to an existing word, or a new word is created. The radius of a word r w is constant and influences the vocabulary size and the performance of the recognition. We implement the vocabulary as a tree, where each leaf stores words along with the list of node indices where the word was observed. Searching the tree is optimized using a fast approximate search procedure in which only the closest tree nodes to the input feature are considered.
For each node v i added to the graph, we compute the similarity between v i and all nodes {v j } j<i . Each word found in v i votes for node indices using the normalized inverse document frequency [18] . The output of the algorithm is a similarity matrix S which elements S i,j correspond to the similarity between node v i and node v j (Figure 7 ). 
Extracting visually similar sequences
Given a similarity matrix S, we wish to identify sequences of visually similar graph nodes. We use a modified form of the Smith and Waterman algorithm [20] described in [12] , which computes an alignment matrix A accumulating the score of diagonal moves through S. That is, A(i, j) is the maximum similarity of two matching sequences ending at node i and node j. The algorithm then finds local maxima in the matrix and traces the corresponding sequence through A until the similarity falls below a given threshold. The algorithm is repeated on the matrix S with rows in the reverse order to detect alignments when the user moves in the opposite direction.
A correspondence between a sequence of p nodes {v 1,1 , · · · , v 1,p } and another sequence {v 2,1 , · · · , v 2,p } means that nodes v 1,k and v 2,k correspond to the same physical location (1 ≤ k < p). We update the graph G accordingly. For each k ∈ {1, · · · , p}, we connect all neighbors of v 1,k to v 2,k and remove the node v 1,k from the graph. Additionally, v 2,k replaces any reference to v 1,k in the other node sequences. The number p is a parameter of the algorithm (we use p = 5). Figures 12(b) and 14(b) show a typical output of the algorithm.
Validation and Results

System description
We tested the algorithms described in this paper on a wearable set of four Point Grey Firefly MV cameras loosely mounted on the shoulder straps of a backpack (Figure 8 ). The cameras' aggregate field of view is 360
• horizontally and about 90
• vertically. For the sole purpose of establishing ground truth (see § 4.6), a fifth camera was mounted oriented upward on the backpack. The system includes a tablet PC interface allowing the user to interact with the system, mark places in the pose graph for the purpose of validation, and request guidance to a target node in the graph.
Match matrix
We show below the match matrix H for our implementation, obtained using a one-minute training sequence cap- Figure 8 . Our system includes four uncalibrated cameras loosely mounted on the shoulder straps of a backpack. The horizontal field of view is 360
• . The system includes a laptop and can operate for three hours on a battery charge. tured in an arbitrary indoor environment. Note that we do not expect H to match H 0 since our system has a slightly different camera configuration. However, the properties of the match matrix described in § 3.4.1 provide error metrics for the matrix. The anti-symmetry property, measured on all entries of the matrix, yields an error of 14.5
• , while the circular equality (Equation (1)) yields an error of 1.5
• . We attribute this error to the fact that the user may not rotate at exactly constant speed during training and to parallax between cameras. However, some level of error is inherent to the system since the cameras are free to move slightly during use. 
Rotation guidance validation
We validated the rotation guidance algorithm by rigidly mounting an Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) on the system, with a drift rate of less than one degree per minute. We captured a sequence for 30 seconds while the user rotates in place in an arbitrary environment (different from that used for training). We then ran the rotation guidance algorithm between each pair of frames in the sequence, and compared the output of the algorithm with the output of the IMU. The standard deviation of error in the rotation guidance algorithm is 8.0
• , with a worst-case error of 16
• . This level of error would be acceptable to a human in most cases. However, situations exist where the user could be misled (e.g. at the start of two nearly-parallel corridors).
Large-scale rotation ground truth
In order to obtain ground truth for rotation guidance all along the exploration path, we equipped the backpack with a high-resolution camera looking upward. We propose a rotation baseline algorithm that takes as input two images captured by this camera (one at the first visit of the node, one upon revisit) and outputs the rotation angle that brings them into alignment. This angle defines "ground truth" for the rotation guidance algorithm. It is important to note that not all places along the exploration path provide distinctive visual features on the ceiling. Therefore, the rotation baseline algorithm alone would not be a viable option for navigation.
Given two input images I p and I q , the algorithm computes SIFT feature matches between them Φ(I p , I q ). Each feature descriptor implies a primary orientation (Figure 9 ). For each match m = (f p , f q ), the algorithm computes the difference between the orientation of f p and f q and averages this value over all feature matches (after outlier rejection). The output is the angle of the rotation that best aligns I p onto I q . We found this method to perform robustly across our datasets.
We validated the rotation baseline algorithm using a sequence containing 30 images captured by the ground truth camera as the user rotates in place. We ran the rotation baseline algorithm for each pair of frames in the sequence and compared its output to that of the IMU. We obtained a standard deviation of 1.9
• . We conclude that the rotation baseline algorithm provides robust ground truth to the rotation guidance algorithm. Figure 10 (a) compares the output of the rotation guidance algorithm against ground truth obtained from the rotation baseline algorithm for 200 data points. The standard deviation is 10.5
• . 
Local node estimation
To obtain "ground truth" for local node estimation, we selected checkpoints along the exploration path and marked them with fiducials on the floor. During exploration, the user purposely passed by each checkpoint multiple times, and used the user interface to insert a timestamp in the captured video sequence. We then compared the output of the local node estimation with ground truth (Figure 10(b) ). We observed that the node estimation was correct at all checkpoints along the path, i.e. that it robustly estimated the user's position within the graph.
Real-world explorations
We demonstrate our method on three datasets described in Table 11 . The MEZZANINE dataset consists of a 10-minute exploration in a typical laboratory environment (replay scenario). The GALLERIA dataset consists of a 15-minute long exploration in a mall-type environment com- • . Right: Output of the local node estimation (CORRIDORS dataset). Horizontal lines represent the node estimate. Red dots represent ground truth. At time t = 505, the user enters a new branch of the place graph, hence the discontinuity in node ID (point #2 on Figure 14) .
posed of large open-spaces (homing scenario). The COR-RIDORS dataset consists of a 30 minute-long exploration in a network of narrow corridors (point-to-point scenario). All datasets involve cluttered and dynamic scenes (including passers-by). In each case, the user first explores the (unknown) environment, then requests guidance for one of the scenarios. The system outputs visual guidance as shown on Figure 13 (forward-facing cameras on the top row, backward-facing cameras on the bottom row). The red arrow shows the actual (not notional) guidance provided to the user. In addition, rotation guidance is converted into audio cues (e.g. "turn left", "go straight") uttered to the user. We emphasize that except for the training algorithm, which is run only once, all algorithms take as input a live video stream and require no batch processing. Figure 1 illustrates the robustness of the rotation guidance algorithm to off-path trajectories in the GALLERIA dataset. Colored squares represent nodes in the place graph. Colored dots represent test positions at which the user was standing facing always the same direction (Y-axis). The resolution of the grid is three meters. Black arrows indicate the actual (not notional) direction guidance given to the user. Colors indicate the identification of the node in the map output by the local node estimation. As can be seen, the algorithm usually provides robust guidance even when the user is more than three meters away from the original path. Locations marked by a black circle indicate places where either the node identification or the rotation guidance failed. We explain these failures by the strong occlusion due to building structure at these locations. Figure 14(a) shows the exploration path for the CORRIDORS dataset overlaid on a 2D map as well as the corresponding topological map out- put by our method. This dataset resulted in relatively few nodes, due to numerous loop closure events. Figure 12 (a) shows intermediate results (i.e. the similarity and alignment matrices). Dark regions correspond to loop closure detection. The method is able to detect all loop closures robustly. All algorithms run on a 2.4-GHz Intel processor with 2GB of RAM. SIFT feature detection runs at 4 Hz. Using SURF [2] instead of SIFT provides a detection rate of 8 Hz with minor loss in matching performance. The local node estimation runs in two seconds (500 features per node). The rotation guidance runs at 4 Hz. The loop closure detection processes each node in 750 ms.
Conclusion
We described a novel approach to body-centered navigation using uncalibrated cameras. The method relies on a topological representation of the world, and uses a learning algorithm to correlate the user's rotation with feature correspondence across cameras. The method shows robust navigation guidance with an accuracy better than 15
• on extended real-world datasets. In future work, we hope to extend our approach to 3D navigation (e.g., stairwell ascents and descents) and explore ways to achieve higher rotation accuracy.
